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The notion of a terminal continuum, as defined by D.E. Bennett and J.B. Fugate, is used to 
introduce extremal continua, a class of non-separating subcontinua of a continuum. An extremal 
continuum can be characterized as a proper subcontinuum Y of a metric continuum X with the 
property that Y contains a point of irreducibility of each irreducible subcontinuum of X that 
meets Y. If Y is an extremal subcontinuum of X, then Y does not separate any subcontinuum 
of X containing Y; moreover, if Y is a proper subcontinuum of X and Y does not cut any 
subcontinuum of X containing Y, then Y is extremal in X 
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Introduction 
Various classes of non-separating subcontinua of a continuum have been investi- 
gated by several authors including Bing [2], Gordh [3], Miller [6], Thomas [7], and 
Whyburn [8]; Bennett and Fugate have extended this investigation in [l]. The 
purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion of extremal continua, a variety of 
non-separating subcontinua of a metric continuum. The definition of extremal 
continua involves the idea of a terminal continuum, as defined by Bennett and 
Fugate. Several results from [l] are listed in Section 1 for completeness, and in 
Sections 2 and 3, these results are used to analyze the nature of extremal continua. 
In Section 2, it is shown that an extremal continuum Y of a continuum X does not 
separate any subcontinuum of X which properly contains Y. In Section 3, an 
extremal continuum Y of a continuum X is characterized as a proper subcontinuum 
of X which contains a point of irreducibility of each irreducible subcontinuum of 
X that meets Y; this characterization is used to demonstrate that every subcontinuum 
Y of X that does not cut any subcontinuum of X properly containing Y is an 
extremal continuum in X. 
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1. Terminal continua 
A continuum is a compact connected metric space; let X denote a continuum. If 
.Y is a subcontinuum of X such that X - Y is connected, then Y is a non-separating 
subcontinuum of X; otherwise, Y separates X. Several classes of non-separating 
subcontinua of a continuum are defined in [ 11. In this section, pertinent definitions 
and theorems appearing in [l] are noted; proofs of the theorems are omitted. 
One type of non-separating subcontinuum considered by Bennett and Fugate is 
the terminal continuum. Let Y be a proper subcontinuum of a continuum X. The 
subcontinuum Y is a terminal continuum in X if whenever A and B are proper 
subcontinua of X having union equal to X such that both A and B meet Y it 
follows that either X = Au Y or X = B u Y. 
Example 1.1. Let X be the following subcontinuum of the plane: 
X={(~,sin(l/x)):O<x~l}u{(O,y): -1syCl). 
If Y is the arc from the point (4, sin 2) to the point (1, sin l), then Y is a terminal 
subcontinuum of X. The arcs ((0,~): -~s_YG$} and ((0,~): -1~~s 1) are also 
terminal subcontinua of X. The arc from the point (&sin 3) to the point (& sin 2) 
is not terminal in X. 
Example 1.2. Let the continuum X be the following triod lying in the plane: 
X=X,uX,uX, where 
x,={(x,o):-1~x~o}, x*={(x,o):o~x~1}, 
and X,={(O,y):0~y<l}. 
If Y is the arc in X having end points (4, 0) and (1, 0), then Y is not a terminal 
continuum of X. 
Theorem 1.3. If Y is a terminal continuum of X, then Y is a non-separating subcon- 
tinuum of X. 
(See [l, Theorem 1.31.) 
Theorem 1.4. The subcontinuum Y is not terminal in X if and only if there exist proper 
subcontinua A and B of X such that X = Au B and Y c A n B. 
(See [l, Theorem 1.41.) 
2. Extremal continua 
Let Y be a proper subcontinuum of a continuum X. If Y is terminal in I u Y 
for every irreducible subcontinuum I in X such that I n Y # 0 and I - Y # 0, then 
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Y is an extremal continuum in X. The arc described in Example 1.2 is an extremal 
continuum in the triod; therefore, an extremal continuum can fail to be a terminal 
continuum. The following example shows that a terminal continuum can fail to be 
extremal. 
Example 2.1. Let X be the continuum defined in Example 1.1, and let Z be the 
terminal subcontinuum ((0, y): -3s y ~4). If Z is the arc ((0, y): -1 cys l}, then 
Z is irreducible; moreover, both Z n Z and Z -Z are nonempty. However, the set 
Z u Z coincides with Z, and by Theorem 1.3, Z is not terminal in Z. It follows that 
Z is not an extremal continuum of X. 
In [l], Bennett and Fugate define a proper subcontinuum Y of a continuum X 
to be an absolutely non-separating subcontinuum of X if Y is a non-separating 
subcontinuum of every subcontinuum of X that properly contains Y. An immediate 
consequence of the next theorem is that extremal continua are not merely non- 
separating but are absolutely non-separating. 
Theorem 2.2. Zf Y is an extremal continuum of X and Z is an arbitrary subcontinuum 
of X, then Z - Y is connected. 
Proof. If Z - Y is not connected, then there exist nonempty disjoint sets V and W 
which are open in Z such that Z - Y = Vu W. Choose points p in V and q in W 
and let Z be a subcontinuum of Z that is irreducible between p and q. Note that 
both Z n Y and Z - Y are nonempty. Since Z - Y c V u W and {p, q} E Z - Y, it 
follows that Y separates Zu Y By Theorem 1.3, Y is not a terminal continuum of 
Zu Y; therefore, Y is not an extremal continuum in X. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Zf Y is an extremal continuum of X, then Y is an absolutely non- 
separating subcontinuum of X. 
The following example demonstrates that an absolutely non-separating subcon- 
tinuum of a continuum X can fail to be extremal in X. 
Example 2.4. Let X be the following subcontinuum of the plane: 
X={(~,sin(l/x)):O<x~2/7r}u{(2/7r,y): -2Gysl) 
u{(x,-2): 0~x~2/7r}u{(0,y): -2GySl). 
In X, let Y be the arc ((0, y): Osy G 1); then Y is an absolutely non-separating 
subcontinuum of X. Let Z be the following subcontinuum of X: 
Z={(~,sin(l/x)):O<x~2/n}u{(O,y): -2<yYl}. 
Note that Z is irreducible between the points (0, -2) and (~/IT, 1). If A = 
{(x,sin(l/x)): O<x~2/n}u{(O,y): -l<y~l} and B={(O,y): -2~y<l}, then 
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A and B are proper subcontinua of I having union equal to I; moreover, the arc 
Y lies in the intersection of A and B. By Theorem 1.4, Y is not a terminal 
subcontinuum of I; since the set lu Y is equal to I, the subcontinuum Y is not 
extremal in X. 
If p is a point lying in a continuum I so that 1 is irreducible between p and some 
other point, then p is called a point of irreducibility of I [4]. 
Theorem 2.5. If Y is an extremal continuum in a continuum X and tfI is an irreducible 
subcontinuum of X that meets Y, then Y contains a point of irreducibility of I. 
Proof. Let I be an irreducible subcontinuum of X such that I n Y is nonempty and 
contains no point of irreducibility of I. There exist points p and q in X - Y such 
that I is irreducible between p and q. Choose a point x in In Y. Since x is not a 
point of irreducibility of I, there exist proper subcontinua I, and I, of I such that 
I, is irreducible between p and x and I4 is irreducible between q and x. The 
irreducibility of I implies q C Ir, p .e! 14, and Ip u I, = I. Since q S? Ip u Y and p E I, u 
Y, the sets It, u Y and I, u Y are proper subcontinua of I u Y having union equal 
to I u Y. It follows from Theorem 1.4 that Y is not a terminal continuum in I u Y; 
consequently, Y is not extremal in X. 0 
The following lemma will be used to derive further properties of extremal continua, 
including a characterization of extremal continua in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Y and Z be subcontinua of a continuum X such that Y n Z is not 
connected. There exist disjoint subcontinua I, and I, in Z such that each of I, and I, 
is irreducible between a point in Z - Y and a point in Z n Y. 
Proof. If Y and Z are subcontinua of X such that Y nZ is not connected, then 
both Y n Z and Z - Y are nonempty; moreover, there exist disjoint closed sets P 
and Q such that Y n Z = P u Q. Since Z is normal, there exist sets V and W which 
are open in Z such that P c V, Q E W, and vn w = 0. Choose a point p in P and 
let C denote the component of V containing the point p. It follows that there exists 
a point x lying in both c and Bd( V); moreover, the point x must lie in Z - Y. Let 
I, be a subcontinuum of e irreducible between the points p and x. An irreducible 
subcontinuum I2 can be constructed in w in the same manner. 0 
Theorem 2.7. If Y is an absolutely non-separating subcontinuum of a continuum X 
and Z is an arbitrary subcontinuum of X, then Y n Z is connected. 
Proof. Let Y and Z be subcontinua of X such that Y n Z is not connected. By 
Lemma 2.6, there exist I, and I,, disjoint subcontinua of Z such that I, is irreducible 
between a point a in Z - Y and a point in Y n Z and I2 is irreducible between a 
point b in Z - Y and a point in Y n Z. Since Y separates the continuum I, u Y u 12, 
the subcontinuum Y is not an absolutely non-separating subcontinuum of X. 0 
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Corollary 2.8. If Y is an absolutely non-separating subcontinuum of a continuum X, 
then Bd( Y) is connected. 
Proof. Since X - Y is connected, the set x-y is a subcontinuum of X. If follows 
from Theorem 2.7 that Y n (X - Y) is connected. q 
3. A characterization of extremal continua 
Let Y be a proper subcontinuum of a continuum X. The subcontinuum Y is a 
non-cutting subcontinuum of X if the set X - Y is continuumwise connected; that is, 
each pair of points in X - Y lies in some subcontinuum of X - Y. A proper 
subcontinuum Y of X is an absolutely non-cutting subcontinuum of X if Y is a 
non-cutting subcontinuum of every subcontinuum of X that properly contains Y[ 11. 
It will follow from the characterization of extremal continua in Corollary 3.4 that 
every absolutely non-cutting subcontinuum of a continuum X is an extremal con- 
tinuum in X. We begin by developing some notation and recalling certain properties 
of monotone mappings. 
A mapping is a continuous function. A mapping f from a continuum X onto the 
continuum f(X) is monotone if for each connected set C in f(X), f’(C) is a 
connected subset of X. It follows immediately that if the mapping f: X +f(X) is 
monotone, then the inverse image of a subcontinuum of f(X) is a subcontinuum 
of X; moreover, it is well known that a mapping f: X +f(X) is monotone if and 
only if f’(y) is connected for each point y in f(X) [8]. 
Lemma 3.1. If the continuum I is irreducible between the points p and q and if the 
mappingf: I +f( I) is monotone, thenf( I) . IS irreducible between the points f ( p) and 
f(s). 
(See [4, Theorem 3, p. 1921.) 
Let Y be a subcontinuum of continuum X. Let Xl Y denote the quotient space of 
X obtained by identifying Y with a point (which will also be denoted Y); the 
quotient space Xl Y is a continuum. Let rr : X + Xl Y be the natural mapping 
defined by n(p) = p for p E X - Y and n(p) = Y for p E Y; the mapping r is 
monotone. Given an arbitrary subcontinuum 2 of X, let ~12 denote the restriction 
of the mapping n: X + Xl Y to Z. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose Y is a proper subcontinuum of X and TTT: X + Xl Y is the natural 
mapping. If Z is a subcontinuum of X such that Y nZ is connected, then rrlZ is 
monotone. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the inverse image of each point in r(Z) is connected. 
Let XE r(Z). If x is the point Y, then (nlZ)-‘(x) = YnZ, a connected set. If x is 
not Y, then (rlZ)-‘(x) = {x}, a singleton in Z - Y. Therefore, rlZ is monotone. 0 
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Theorem 3.3. Let Y be a proper subcontinuum of a continuum X. The subcontinuum 
Y is an extremal continuum in X if and only if Y is a point of irreducibility of each 
irreducible subcontinuum of Xl Y that contains Y. 
Proof. Suppose there is some irreducible subcontinuum J in X/Y such that the 
point Y lies in J but is not a point of irreducibility of J; then there exist points p 
and q in X/ Y - { Y} such that J is irreducible between p and q. Since Y is not a 
point of irreducibility of J, there exist proper subcontinua J, and J, of J such that 
JP is irreducible between p and Y and J, is irreducible between q and Y. The 
irreducibility of J implies that q c JP, p E J,, and J = J, u J4. Since the mapping 
rr : X+X/ Y is monotone, the sets rTT-‘( J,), K’(J,), and r-‘(J) are subcontinua 
of X. Let I be a subcontinuum of 6’(J) that is irreducible between the points 
K’(p) and n-‘(q). Since both p and q lie in r(I), a subcontinuum of J, the 
irreducibility of J implies ~(1) = J. Consequently, the point Y lies in rr( I); moreover, 
in X, the continuum Y meets I. Since Y lies in rr( I), it follows that n-‘( rr( I)) = I u 
Y; therefore, K’(J,) u F1( J4) = I u Y. Since q g JP, the point K1( q) does not lie 
in 6’(J,), and similarly v-‘(p) does not lie in rTT-‘(Jq). Therefore, T-‘(J,) and 
r-‘(J,) are proper subcontinua of I u Y such that Y G rP1(JP) n F’(J,). By 
Theorem 1.4, Y is not a terminal continuum in I u Y, and it follows that Y is not 
an extremal continuum in X. 
Conversely, suppose Y is a point of irreducibility of each irreducible subcon- 
tinuum of X/ Y that contains Y and Y is not an extremal continuum of X. There 
exists an irreducible subcontinuum I of X such that In Y Z 0, I - YZ 0, and Y 
is not a terminal continuum in I u Y. Consider the set I n Y. 
Case 1: the set In Y is not connected. By Lemma 2.6, there exist disjoint 
subcontinua I, and Z2 of I such that I1 is irreducible between a point p in I- Y 
and a point in Y and I2 is irreducible between a point q in I - Y and a point in 
Y. Since both I, and Iz meet Y, it follows that rr(lr) n ~(1~) = {Y}. Therefore, 
r( II) u n( I,) is a subcontinuum of X/ Y containing the points p and q. Let J be 
a subcontinuum of X/ Y containing the points p and q. Let J be a subcontinuum 
of r( II) u r( 12) that is irreducible between the points p and q; note that the point 
Y must lie in J. By hypothesis, Y is a point of irreducibility of J; consequently, 
J - { Y} must be connected [4, Theorem 4, p. 1931. However, the set J - { Y} lies in 
(n( I,) - { Y}) u (~(1~) - { Y}), a union of nonempty disjoint open subsets of rr(Il) u 
rr(I*), each of which meets J-{ Y}; this implies that J -{ Y} is not connected, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: the set In Y is connected. Since the subcontinuum Y is not terminal 
in I u Y, it follows from Theorem 1.4 that there exist proper subcontinua A and B 
of I u Y such that Au B = I u Y and Y G An B. The connectivity of In Y and 
Lemma 3.2 imply that ~11 is monotone. By Lemma 3.1, the continuum (r/l)(l) is 
irreducible; moreover, 
(T\I)(I)=T(I)=T(Iu Y)=v(AuB). 
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Since the point Y lies in r(l), by assumption, ~(1) is irreducible between Y and 
some point x. We may assume that x lies in T(A). It then follows that both x and 
Y lie in T(A), and consequently, ST(A) is equal to v(I). Therefore, the sets 
7r1( T(A)) and nTT-‘( n( I)) must coincide; however, K’( r( I)) = I u Y, 6’( r(A)) = 
Au Y = A, and A is a proper subcontinuum of I u Y, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.4. A proper subcontinuum Y of a continuum X is an extremal continuum 
in X if and only if each irreducible subcontinuum of X which meets Y has a point of 
irreducibility in Y. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.3, it suffices to assume that each irreducible 
subcontinuum of X which meets Y has a point of irreducibility in Y and show 
that if J is an irreducible subcontinuum of Xl Y containing the point Y then Y is 
a point of irreducibility of J. Suppose J is irreducible between points p and q in 
X/Y -{ Y}. Let I be a subcontinuum of C’(J) that is irreducible between the 
points C’(p) and K’(q). It follows from Lemma 3.1 that ~(1) is a subcontinuum 
of J that is irreducible between p and q; hence, V(Z) = J and I n Y # 0. By 
hypothesis, I is irreducible between a pair of points x and y with y in Y Another 
application of Lemma 3.1 implies that Y is a point of irreducibility of J. 0 
Corollary 3.5. If Y is an absolutely non-cutting subcontinuum of a continuum X, then 
Y is an extremal continuum in X. 
Proof. By the characterization of extremal continua in Corollary 3.4, if Y is not 
extremal in X there exists a subcontinuum I of X that is irreducible between a 
pair of points p and q such that I meets Y and Y contains no point of irreducibility 
of I. However, if Y is absolutely non-cutting, then there exists a subcontinuum of 
X that lies in Z - Y and contains the points p and q; this contradicts the irreducibility 
OfI. 0 
The property of being an absolutely non-cutting subcontinuum does not character- 
ize the extremal continua in X. 
Example 3.6. Let X be the indecomposable continuum lying in the real plane formed 
by “winding on the Cantor set” [4, p. 2051. Exactly one composant, C, of X is a 
bijective continuous image of the ray [0, a); each remaining composant is a bijective 
continuous image of the real line (-03, CO). In C, let p be the point corresponding 
to 0 in the ray [0, cc), let q be the point corresponding to 1, and let r be the point 
corresponding to 2. If Y is the arc in C from the point p to the point q, then Y is 
an extremal continuum in X. If x is a point in X - C, then there is no subcontinuum 
of X - Y that contains both x and r; therefore, the subcontinuum Y cuts X. 
Suppose X is an arcwise connected continuum; Lelek [5] defines a point p in X 
to be an end point of X in the classical sense provided p is an end point of each arc 
in X that contains p. 
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Corollary 3.7. If Y is an extremal continuum of a continuum X and if X/ Y is arcwise 
connected, then Y is an end point of Xl Y in the classical sense. 
Proof. Let A be an arc in Xl Y that contains the point Y. Since an arc contains 
exactly two points of irreducibility (its end points), and since Y is an extremal 
continuum in X, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that Y is an end point of A. 0 
The following example shows that Y need not be an extremal continuum in X 
in order to be an end point of X/ Y in the classical sense. 
Example 3.8. Let X be the continuum defined in Example 2.4, and let Y = 
((0, y): Osy G 1). Note that the point (0, 1) is the unique end point of X in the 
classical sense; further, the space X/ Y is homeomorphic to X, and the point Y is 
the unique end point of X/ Y in the classical sense. Let A = ((0, y): -2 s y s l}, 
and let B={(x,sin(l/x)):O<x<2/~}u{(O,y): -1sysl). Then AuB is a sub- 
continuum of X that is irreducible between the points (0, -2) and (2/n, 1); moreover, 
Y is a proper subcontinuum of Au B, and Y lies in An B. By Theorem 1.4, Y is 
not terminal in Au B; therefore, Y is not extremal in X. 
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